Push our buttons 24/7

COFFEE  •  WATER  •  SNACKS  •  AUTO RETAIL  •  PPE  •  CASHLESS
Healthy Vending
With more and more people turning towards a healthier lifestyle, vending machine technology has evolved in order to keep up with the demand for more nutritional food and drink choices.

After many years working for a leading South African vending company as National Sales Manager, and with the advent of democracy in 1994, Graeme started Vending Solutions as one of the very first black owned vending companies within South Africa. We have extensive experience, sound business skills and a high level of service excellence. By embracing technology and the constant training of its people, Vending Solutions has established itself as a leader in the industry.

Management Team and Staff
A committed management team, whose ability to provide consistent quality service to customers, is founded on technical and managerial skills, backed up by an accumulative 40 years’ experience in the vending industry. Vending Solutions also realises the importance of adequately qualified and trained staff and firmly believes in re-investing in its employees. This policy is realised in the regularly organised in-house skills-transference programs as well as training by internationally recognised associations. In this way, Vending Solutions applies the experience and wisdom of a growing company through talented people to provide investors and customers with quality vending machine products and impeccable service.

Commitment to BEE
Vending Solutions is 100% black owned, with a BEE rating of LEVEL 1 with 125% contribution. Vending Solutions’ commitment to broad-based Economic Empowerment is reflected in ownership, management and staff compliment, who provide the motivated backbone of the operation and service to our clients.

Goals and Strategy
“Our aim is to deliver growth through a relentless focus on enhancing the talents of our people and the technology within our industry.” Our strategy is to build a trusted and prominent vending offering, through service excellence, value for money and effective marketing. Vending Solutions aims to retain the loyalty of customers who use these services, while also attracting new customers in order to obtain greater market share.

Prominent Customers for Vending Machine Services Include the Following:

- Cashless Payment Systems & Telemetry
  Nayax provides a combined solution (NayaxVend) for telemetry and cashless payments for vending machines.

- Filtered Water
  There’s no substitute for a drink of crisp, cool water.

- Sustainable Approach
  We are sourcing vending machines which have been designed to consume less power and offer greater efficiency. The energy and cost savings over time are substantial towards a better company and environment for the future.

- Vending Business Opportunity
  Since 1996 we have helped hundreds of people start their vending businesses. We’ll show you how to set up and run your independent vending services to businesses in your own area.

- Surrounds & Customisation
  We create a warm, inviting environment for the future.

- Advertising & Branding
  An increasingly popular vehicle for exploring the link between product placement and brand awareness.
When it comes to workplace coffee breaks, nobody does them better than Vending Solutions. We have the perfect hot beverage solution for every environment and taste. Take a look at our top quality range below that brings a genuine coffee shop experience into your environment.

**Azkoyen Zen**
- Instant & Leaf Tea or Bean to Cup
- 4 selections and 8 preselections
- 4 Canisters, 2 Mixers, 320 Cups
- Easy maintenance

**Azkoyen Novara**
- Instant & Leaf Tea or Bean to Cup
- 6 Canisters, 700 Cups
- Aroma intensity calibration
- 6 drink selection

**Saeco IperAutomatica**
- Bean to cup
- 8 direct selections
- 1 coffee beans canister
- 2 instant products canisters

**Saeco Phedra Evo**
- Bean to cup
- 300cc Coffee boiler capacity
- Stunning LED Lighting
- 8 selections

**Terra Nerva**
- Instant
- Instant coffee and leaf tea
- 22 hot drink selections
- 300-cup capacity

**Azkoyen Vitro M3**
- Instant & Leaf Tea or Bean to Cup
- 5 Canisters
- 8 hot drink selections
- 4 pre-selections

**Zensia**
- Instant & Leaf Tea or Bean to Cup
- 1 X 1kg bean hopper
- 2 x 1 instant product canisters
- 700 Cup capacity

**Jofemar Bluetec G23**
- Bean to cup
- Touch keypad
- 9 Selections
- 3 + Bean canisters

**ASK ABOUT OUR RENTAL OPTIONS**
Consumables & Services

We provide house brands as well as international consumable brands delivered to your site. This fully managed service keeps your staff watered and fed at all times maintaining good performance levels.

If you are looking for a hassle-free, managed vending service, we can help. Whether you own your machine or need a new one, we have a solution for you. From providing a range of new and refurbished vending machines, to filling them with product and technically maintaining them.

Our fully managed service gives you peace of mind and ensures your machines are always performing their function. Uniformed merchandising staff regularly visit to fill your machines with products and ingredients as needed.

A dedicated account manager will support you every step of the way with your vending facilities and a responsive call centre is available on the rare occasion technical assistance is required.

Technical Services & Support

Regular maintenance of vending machines can be a time-consuming task, which is why Vending Solutions offers a fully managed service to ensure that your machines always perform at optimum levels, with minimal involvement on your part.

To start with, our maintenance team will conduct on-site visits to ensure that your machines are thoroughly cleaned and sanitised according to health and safety regulations.

Our trained engineers will also service your machines regularly, and perform quality control checks to ensure long-lasting performance and top quality standards. In addition, we are also able to provide you with a low-cost filling service, whereby our team will refill your machines on a regular basis, according to your particular needs and specifications.

As you can see, our comprehensive cleaning, maintenance and refilling services ensure you complete peace of mind, the highest standards, and an effortless vending experience for both you, your employees and clients.
It’s what vending machines are best known for – being able to provide drinks and snacks at the touch of a button. This becomes especially important in the work environment, where free time is limited and delays impact on productivity.

Our snack and confectionery vending machines are supplied on a self-management basis (self-fill) either via outright purchase, lease rental or free of charge under our managed service.
Every 10-15 years, a major shift in public demand completely changes the face of an industry – creating a window of opportunity for those who capitalise on it.

Technology now offers a new way to get your products to people. Vending machines can vend a wide variety of anything from gadgets and memory sticks to PPE equipment.
Industrial Vending machines significantly reduce the risk of unaccountable equipment which can save enormous costs while enabling employers to effectively demonstrate that they are meeting health and safety obligations to staff by providing easy access to personal protective equipment.
The PPE vending machines can be stocked with a variety of personal protective equipment and other essential consumables to provide:

- Convenient controlled access 24/7
- Improve PPE compliance
- Individual accountability
- Reduce usage and waste
- Increase staff efficiency
- Your choice of PPE supplier
- Cut costs
- Only pay for usage
- Reduce shrinkage
- Reduce admin costs
- Optimises resource allocation
- Complies with legislation

Vending machines are an ideal way to provide employees with access to important items including personal protection equipment (PPE). At Vending Solutions, we specialise in the area of PPE, offering vending machines that dispense a broad range of equipment including safety vests, safety glasses, gloves, earplugs, and first aid.

Key features of our PPE vending machines:

- They are equipped with card readers, allowing designated employees to access some or all of the PPE items using a smart card, so you remain in control
- Each transaction is recorded on the card reader as well as employee smart cards, giving you clear visibility around usage
- An email/SMS alert warns you when inventory is running low
- The machines are available in a wide range of sizes and models to suit your organisational requirements.

NO CABELING REQUIRED

How it works

- User: A user may be an employee, employer or contractor.
- Smart Card: A smart card that a user needs to operate and dispense the IVM vending machine. These cards contain no monetary value, so losing one will not be a problem. The card will allow the tracking of items to their users to ensure that items are not stolen/misplaced.
- IVM Machine: The famous Vending Solutions branded IVM vending machine. Essentially a system that allows users to dispense a safety item in the work place; safely and efficiently. The system contains many features discussed in our FAQ page.
- Item: A safety equipment item that’s stored inside the vending machine. These items can consist of safety glasses, gloves, helmets, and many other items.

PPE Management Workflow Chart

PPE Stock Bin Morning Rounds
Each morning bins are taken, each to their corresponding vending machine and the contained stock is inserted into the machine.

PPE Vending Machines Fully Stocked
30 vending machines are replenished with stock used the day before.

Workers Swipe Their Staff Card
Machine identifies user in 5 seconds and authorises the purchase

Vending Interface
User Makes Selection and Collects Product in 10 Seconds

Send Purchase Information
The vending machine automatically sends data via telemetry system to Nayax server

Nayax Server Relays to PPE Control Centre
All purchase information is then sent to the control centre for stock recon list of items to be added to the bin for that machine.

A weekly report and invoice is generated for the mine. This provides a global view of consumption, cost, individual purchaser and any anomalies that may appear.

BEE Enterprise Development (Optional)
Cashless Payment Systems & Telemetry

Nayax provides a combined solution (NayaxVend) for telemetry and cashless payments for vending machines. Use customised magnetic cards (employee cards), Credit cards, smart cards, prepaid cards or cellular phones.

The system runs credit validity checks online and authorises transactions within 2-4 seconds. The system includes a full telemetry system for real time management and control, based on cellular GPRS networks.

Monyx is a mobile app that lets you communicate directly with your consumers. Developed in-house, the app enables you, the operator, to market your business and nurture consumer loyalty. The Monyx app works with Nayax’s cashless vending system to let you communicate directly with your consumers. A user-friendly interface and wallet-free cashless vending system allows consumers to pick their payment choice and claim vouchers.

Cashless
More sales & convenience through advanced payment solutions & global clearing network

Telemetry
Taking the guesswork out of management & restocking

Management Monitoring & BI
Real-time information and business intelligence for greater efficiency

*Country-dependant

ASK ABOUT OUR RENTAL OPTIONS

GO CASHLESS
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GO CASHLESS

ASK ABOUT OUR RENTAL OPTIONS
Filtered water

There’s no substitute for a drink of crisp, cool water. It is important to stay hydrated. Providing staff with easy access to refreshing, filtered water is a proven way to increase productivity and boost morale.

Freestanding Water Coolers

This compact counter-top cooler is a perfect fit for small to medium-sized office environments, meeting rooms and reception areas, providing a steady stream of cold or hot water at the touch of a button.

Tabletop Coolers

One of the most hygienic ways in which to dispense water, this sleek stainless steel water fountain is ideal for busy office environments, as well as commercial and industrial settings.

Water Fountains

Filtering water saves money and the environment

Mineral Bottle Water Coolers

One of the most popular choices for large office environments, this freestanding water cooler provides easy access to both hot and cold refrigerated water.

Sustainable Approach

KEY ENVIRONMENTAL FEATURES OF MACHINES

Thanks to new technology we are sourcing vending machines which have been designed to consume less power and offer greater efficiency. The energy and cost savings over time are substantial and help towards a better company and environment for the future.

AS AN ETHICAL COMPANY WE...

Respect our environment. We are dedicated to reducing our carbon footprint, handling our waste efficiently and increasing our ecological product offering.

Support our community. We are fully supportive of community initiatives, and activities undertaken by our supply chain.

Offer quality and choice. Together with our partners and suppliers, we are focused on offering a wide range of quality products, including healthy and certified alternatives.

Provide a safe and enjoyable workplace. We are committed to constantly improving our health and safety guidelines, creating an environment in which our employees work because they love to, not because they have to.

ASK ABOUT OUR RENTAL OPTIONS
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Vending Business OPPORTUNITY

We will show you how to set up and run your own independent vending services business in your own area. Vending Solutions advises you how and when to expand and what equipment you’ll need for individual sites to obtain the highest returns. When you consider the return on investment on other products such as bank fixed deposit (± 6%) and the stock market (± 20%), the return on investment of ± 40% per annum can be achieved by investing in a machine.

Locations
Place your vending machines at locations like these

WE ALSO PROVIDE A LOCATION FINDING SERVICE AS AN OPTIONAL EXTRA

How it works
Follow these easy steps to a successful vending business

- Purchase stock from wholesaler
- Drive to your vending machine location
- Stock your vending machine with products
- Collect your cash from the machine

23+ Years in Business
1000+ Total Vending Operators
6000+ Total of Machine Supplied

Longest warranties in the business
Perfect part-time business opportunity
Location sourcing available!
Remote management for full control
Machines customised to your needs
Accept staff cards, debit & credit cards

Bank fixed deposit 6% p.a.
Stock Market 20% p.a.
Vending 40% p.a.

*PLEASE NOTE THESE ARE ESTIMATES
Surrounds & Customisation

We provide a complete fitted solution for your range of vending machines, and housing them together in a tailor-made combination that perfectly suits the layout of your office environment. From bespoke machine housing to full-scale display installations, Vending Solutions is on hand to help create the custom-made break area that works best for your space. Take a look below at the range of integrated fittings available, and contact us to chat about the most cost-effective solution for your business.

These are just examples of the different kinds of surrounds from around the world.

Advertising & Branding

Vending machine mounted screens of various sizes can be used to display advertising, leveraging the prime location of the machine to target consumers or inform staff.